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A Survey on the Achievements of the Oracle Bone Digitization
Projects and Prior Definitions of the Targets
ATSUSHI SUZUKI†1 suzuki toshiya†2
During 2003-2012, the Old Hanzi Expert Group under ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2/IRG was working to draft the Oracle Bone
character encoding for ISO/IEC 10646. However, the group was disbanded without finishing the draft. It was supposed that the
failure was caused by the irregular situation that the group had to work for the industrial and international standard. On the other
hands, there were several projects to digitize Old Hanzi materials since the late 1990s, in China mainland, Hong Kong and
Taiwan. As a result of the survey, it was found that most text digitization projects had worked with the transliterated text with few
Oracle Bone characters. The fonts in their products are investigated and the adequacy for the standardization is discussed.

1. Introduction
During 2003[1]-2012[2], the Old Hanzi Expert Group
under ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2/IRG was working to draft the
Oracle Bone character encoding for ISO/IEC 10646[3]. The
group was disbanded without finishing the draft. It was
supposed that the failure was caused by the irregular situation
that the scholastic group had to work for the industrial and
international standard. The experts from China mainland and
Taiwan were leading the group, but the experts were mainly
invited for their Old Hanzi expertise, thus their expertise for the
computer was not enough to settle the pragmatic milestones in
the standard specification development. In addition, although
XML-based data repository was designed in the early phase of
the project, the easy client software for the Old Hanzi scholars
was not implemented. The participants were forced to work with
the hardcopies of the database, and could not check the
consistency with machinery support; it caused serious latency of
the collaboration. Because of such difficulties, the disbanding
was supposed as because of the irregular situation of the project.
However, making a survey of the Oracle Bone digitization
projects in China mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan since the
late of 1990s, it was found that the unclear definition of the
purpose of the projects often made the projects evaporated
without the publication of the result (finished or ongoing). Thus,
it could be that the failure of the ISO Old Hanzi Expert Group
was not irregular case, and similar failures are regularly
repeated. In this report, the behavior of the Old Hanzi
digitization projects and the adequacy of the fonts in their
products are considered from the viewpoint of the information
interchange and the standardization.

2. Classification of the Purposes of the Oracle
Bone Digitization
The identification and decipherment of the Oracle Bone is
still main topic in the Oracle Bone study, thus the information to
be interchanged is dependent with the background of the users.
The typical distinctive purposes would be “the interchange of
the idea on the glyph shape” and “the interchange of the idea on
the contextual meaning”. The most fundamental attitude for the
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former purpose is the utilization of the sketch of the Oracle
Bone glyph shape, although the running direction and the line
breaking of the text are modified. It is called as “imitated text”
in this paper. The common attitude for the latter purpose is the
utilization of “modern” Hanzi to interchange the Oracle Bone
text. It is called as “transliterated text” in this paper. There are
several intermediate attitudes that the transliteration could be
used to interchange the idea on the glyph shape, by using
especially composed modern Hanzi. In such attitudes, the
transliterated texts with the especially composed modern Hanzi
and those without such are distinguished and different names are
given. However, considering that it is rare to find the materials
comparing 2 different texts by the same author, the objective
distinction is not easy. In the case of ISO Old Hanzi Expert
Group’s database, originally “Li-style” and “Kai-style”
distinctive items were allocated [4]. But in the late phase of the
project, the Kai-style was replaced by “UCS character” and
“Li-style” was abandoned. Thus, we give it up to discuss such
distinction, and the simple distinction between “imitated text”
and “transliterated text” is used in this paper. The transliterated
text could include the especially designed modern Hanzi. And,
sometimes the imitated glyph could appear in the “transliterated
text” when the author could not design the modern Hanzi shape.
2.1 Purposes of the Oracle Bone Digitization
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Figure 1: The structured categories of the possible digitization
of the Oracle Bone and the international standards
Although the first action of the Oracle Bone digitization is
applied to the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 for the inclusion in
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ISO/IEC 10646, there are several international industrial
standards that can help the advanced application of the
computerization in Old Hanzi studies. As summarized in Figure
1, there are various categories.
For example, in Oracle Bone studies, the discussion based
on the shape of the material, the glyph size (in comparison with
the material size), the position of the text, and sometimes the
position of the cracks are important (because Oracle Bone is
used to decide a political decision by the cracks induced by the
heat). Such information could not be preserved in the coded text.
For such study, the imaging of the whole material is required. It
would be the most intra-material purpose of the Oracle Bone
material digitization.
For more inter-material purpose, like, the identification of
the inscribers (it is assumed that the number of the Oracle Bone
inscriber is not so large, and the identification of the inscriber is
useful to identify the context of the oracle on the material), the
whole imaging of the Oracle Bone material is not essential, but
the per-glyph imaging would be required.
For further inter-material purpose, like, the situation that
characters are repeatedly used and the loss of the source
information is permitted, the abstraction of the character is
required to reduce the amount of the information. For such
purpose, the character encoding is appropriate solution.
Even if the character encoding is appropriate, the
appropriate encoding scheme is dependent with the stability of
the character set and the size of the community. Especially,
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 avoids the incompatible update in
ISO/IEC 10646 to guarantee the persistency of the data coded
by ISO/IEC 10646, thus, the trial or experimental character set
should not be added to ISO/IEC 10646.
The advantages and disadvantages of each encoding
methods could be summarized as Table 1.
Table 1: The advantages and disadvantages of the encoding
methods for the rarely used characters.
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2.2 Survey of the Oracle Bone Digitization Projects
Although ISO Old Hanzi Expert Group behaved as all
stakeholders should participate, or should have already
participated and their decision is a consensus of the all Old
Hanzi scholars, the group had never made a survey of the
existing projects. The first explicit mention of the existing
digitization project was the comments by Adam Smith to WG2
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[5], asking for the consideration of the compatibility with
CHANT projects run by Hong Kong Chinese University [6].
In the development of ISO 10646, the compatibility to
improve the cost of the migration from non-standard encoding
system is one of the considerable points. The authors had made
the survey of the existing project to digitize the Oracle Bone
materials. Some of them had published their results fully or
partially (most of them were published just after the start of ISO
Old Hanzi Expert Group), and others seem to have faded away
or evaporated without publishing the result. In the summary of
the survey, it should be supposed that the prior definition of the
goal of the project is important to achieve something. In this
report, the survey is briefly summarized and the pragmatic goal
definition is discussed.
2.3 Method of Survey
The authors made a survey by searching the electronic
journal for Chinese papers; “China Knowledge Resource
Integrated Database (CNKI)” [7] and Taiwanese papers; “Index
To Taiwan Periodical Literature System (Perio)” [8], with basic
keywords like “甲骨＋數位化”, “甲骨＋數字化”, “甲骨＋編
碼” and “甲骨＋字庫”. In most papers in Old Hanzi studies, the
utilized database is rarely referred (e.g. the source of the
database is referred; the database itself is bypassed), except of
the newsletters or the meeting report on the database itself [9].
Therefore, the survey by the authors might have overlooked the
databases that simply constructed and used but not promoted by
the papers submitted to the journals. For example, it is
mentioned that Beijing Normal University had constructed the
fonts and input methods for Oracle Bone and Shuowen [10],
there is no official website distributing their products. Such
projects could not be investigated consistently.

3. Existing Projects of Oracle Bone Digitization
3.1 Overview
The projects found by the electronic journal databases are
summarized in following. The methodology of the projects is
classified into 3 categories;
A) the digitization to combine multiple databases published as
printed matter,
B) the digitization of the single database published as printed
matter,
C) the construction of new database from raw materials.
The achievement status of the projects is classified to 5;
(a)
finished and kept updated (or extended)
(b)
finished and frozen
(c)
unfinished and ongoing
(d)
unfinished and not updated.
(e)
nothing published
As a brief overview of the projects, it is found that the
method C) would be difficult for the projects to publish their
products. It could be understood that the method C) might
require the careful project management. In the methods A) and
B), the expected user is already clear even if the product of the
project is not finished. It is possible for them to evaluate the
preliminary products of the projects. In addition, it is possible to
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define the milestones during the long project, because the
existing huge database might have a bias on the utilization in the
contents; some contents would be referred quite often, but
others are not so often referred. But in method C), it is difficult
to evaluate the preliminary products, and difficult to define the

milestones during the long project. Therefore, if the project is
executed by human resources, it is important to specify the
working process to keep the consistency of the data during the
long project. However, it is not easy to specify the working
process to construct something new from scratch.

Table 2: Oracle Bone digitization projects found in the electronic journal survey

3.2 Detail of Each Project

CHANT in Hong Kong

“Jiaguwen Zixingbiao” (甲骨文字形表, ZB) [19].

The most well known project in China would be CHANT
by Hong Kong Chinese University. The project was started as a
combination [11] of “Jiaguwen Heji” (甲骨文合集, HJ) [12],
“Yinxu Jiagu Keci Moshi Zongji” (殷墟甲骨刻辭摹 釋總集,
MSZJ) [13] and “Yinxu Jiagu Keci Leizuan” (殷墟甲骨刻辭類
纂, LZ) [14]. During the combination of HJ and MSZJ, the
scanned images of HJ were compared with the text in MSZJ,
and some mistakes were found. The points suspected to be the
mistakes in MSZJ were corrected and the proposed corrections
were published as a (partial) result of the project; “Xinbian
Jiaguwen Zixing Zongbiao” (新編甲骨文字形總表, XZB) [15].
In later, the Oracle Bone materials published after LZ (e.g.

Figure 2: PUA Glyphs in CHANT combined font.

“Jiaguwen Heji Bubian” ( 甲 骨 文 合 集 補 編 , HJB) [16],
“Huayuanzhuang Dongdi Jiagu” (花園庄東地甲骨, HD) [17]
were added to the database. As a result of the additional works,
“Jiaguwen Jiaoshi Zongji” (甲骨文校釋總集, JSZJ) [18] and
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CHANT published several TrueType fonts (ics1.ttf ～
ics7.ttf) and there is an Oracle Bone font, named ics3.ttf. The
latest version is based on ZB, and the characters are coded at
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PUA codepoints (U+E000～) in BMP. Although it is reasonable
design, all ICS fonts use BMP PUA area and conflict with each
other. The user could not use the multiple ICS fonts easily. To
reduce the difficulty, CHANT also provides a unified font
(chant.ttf) collecting almost all glyphs required for their
database (modern Hanzi for the transliteration, Oracle Bone,
Bronze Inscriptions, Bamboo scripts, Shuowen Jiezi, etc). It is
remarkable feature that all non-standardized characters are
coded in surrogate PUA planes; U+F0000 ～ U+10FFFF.
However, it means that the text coded with ics3.ttf could not be
used by the unified font.

Figure 3: Interface to Search the Materials by Oracle Bone, in
CHANT

Figure 4: Transliterated Texts Comparison in CHANT
However, no input method for their Oracle Bone font is
provided. Thus, to search the Oracle Bone texts without the
transliteration, the Oracle Bone character indexing number is
required, and the “phrase” of Oracle Bone characters could not
be used (Figure 3, Figure 4). On the other hand, a Cangjie-based
input method is provided for special Hanzi in the transliteration
is provided [20]. Considering that the Oracle Bone character
indexing numbers in XZB and ZB are incompatible, and the
structure of JSZJ was similar to “Jiaguwen Heji Shiwen” (甲骨
文合集釋文, HJSW) [21] than to MSZJ; it does not include the
Oracle Bone texts, still the Oracle Bone character set in CHANT
has a room of the further stabilization and improvement as a
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platform to interchange the Oracle Bone text information.

Various Projects in SINICA, Taiwan
Academia SINICA in Taiwan has many laboratories; some
of them are working for the digitization of the Oracle Bone
materials. Some projects are led by the literal, historical or
archaeological experts, and others are led by the information
technology experts. Also there are collaborations of these two
groups [9].
The most long running project would be “Chinese
Document Processing” project (CDP). It started as a project to
automate the production of the font for the rarely used modern
Hanzi in Hanyu Da Zidian. The “Character Description
Language” (CDL) by Wenlin Institute is a diversion of CDP, and
it had some impact to Unicode. In later, the project was asked to
support the production of the modern Hanzi used for the
transliteration of Old Hanzi materials. Now the target of CDP
includes various Old Hanzi scripts (JiaGuWen, JinWen,
ZhouWen, etc). For Old Hanzi, a part of LZ referential glyphs
are digitized (LZ has 3600 indexing characters, and CDP
digitized 2700 glyphs from them), and the input methods are
also developed. However, it seems that the coverage of the
digitized LZ glyphs would be defined by the request to digitize
MSZJ, not LZ itself. It seems that CDP had ever collaborated
with Beijing Normal University to produce Old Hanzi fonts, but
detail is not reporteda.
Another remarkable project would be “Digital Archiving of
the Oracle Bone Rubbings” (甲骨文全文影像資料庫, DAOBR)
and “Lexicon of Pre-Qin Oracle, Bronze Inscriptions and
Bamboo Scripts” (先秦甲骨金文簡牘詞彙資料庫, LPQ). The
DAOBR was a project to digitize the ink rubbings of Oracle
Bone and combine them with the transliterated texts. The
remarkable point was that SINICA holds the copyrights of the
important referential materials (“Xiaotun Yinxu Wenzi” (小屯殷
虚文字)) [22][23][24] published in Republic of China, and the
original inked rubbings used by the older referential materials
(like “TieYun CangGui”, (鉄雲蔵亀))[25], so SINICA is the
most appropriate organization to disclose the combined database
of the ink rubbing images and the transliterated textsb. However,
the project seemed to be stalled after the combination of the
images in XYW and the texts taken from XYWc and MSZJ. In
LPQ, the transliterated texts in MSZJ only are digitized, without
the inked rubbing images. DAOBR seemed to have an intention
to compare the transliterated texts among the different scholars,
although the digitization was not finished. In LPQ, the scope is
limited to the digitization of MSZJ and no intention to compare
or correct the mistakes in MSZJ. In the SINICA’s design of the
metadata for Old Hanzi materials, only the transliterated texts
are considered. Although 2 kinds of the transliterations are
a The font and Input Method package by CDP includes the fonts titled bnucdp.ttf,
北師大說文小篆, which the last update was on 2012, but no background is
documented in the package.
b The simple combination of ink rubbing collection (e.g. HJ) and the
transliteration texts (e.g. HJSW) would be the most primal database expected by
the scholars. However, it is impossible to publish such database without the
permission of the copyright holders, because such combinations are not
“quotation”.
c It seems that Japanese transliteration material for XYW, 小屯殷虚文字乙編考
釋 by 甲骨学会, was used, but further investigation is needed to identify.
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considered (transcription and punctuated transcription), it is not
expected to fill the imitated texts are stored in the database.

If no corresponding modern Hanzi is found in Big5, PUA
codedpoint of Big5 is used. Because the PUA codepoints in
Big5 could not be mapped to UCS, and CDP fonts lack UCS
cmap tables, it has a serious difficulty to interchange with
Unicode centric software.

Figure 5: Transliterated Texts Comparison in DAOBR

Figure 7: CJK Unified Ideograph Area in CDP font

Figure 8: Big5 PUA Area in CDP font
Figure 6: MSZJ Texts in LPQ

Other notable projects from SINICA are the simple
digitization of “Jiaguwenbian” (甲骨文編, JGWB) [26] and
“Jiaguwen Heji Cailiao Laiyuanbiao” (甲骨文合集材料来源表,
LYB) [27]. HJ provides the inked rubbing reprints only without
source information, thus the scholars had serious difficulty to
identify the material and search the existing research on the
material before the publishing of HJ. LYB was published about
10 years later of HJ, to solve the problem. However, the
mapping table in LYB was too large to use as handbook, and
difficult to check “the material excluded from HJ”. The web
based interface makes LYB quite useful.
The projects in SINICA are mainly working for the
transliterated texts and it seems that direct text encoding of
Oracle Bone script is not worked yet. In comparison with
CHANT font, the implementation of CDP fonts is fragile. The
encoding of the fonts is declared as Big5. The Oracle Bone
glyphs are basically coded at the corresponding modern Hanzi.
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Other Achieved Projects

Figure 9: MSZJ Texts in NCKU’s Oracle Bone DB
As described in above, the digitization of the existing
printed matter database was the typical and pragmatic
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milestones for the Oracle Bone digitization. Although the
projects are not active anymore, there were other projects
digitizing existing printed matter databases.
National Cheng Kung University in Taiwan had a project
“ 甲 骨 文 全 文 影 像 資 料 庫 ” (Figure 9) which is similar to
CHANT, planned to combine HJ, MSZJ and LZ. Although it
was stopped after the whole digitization of the transliterated text
in MSZJ, it seems that the web based search system is disclosed
to the internal of the university.
The Center for the Study and Application of Chinese
Characters (CSACC) of East China Normal University in China
mainland (ECNU) is known by their expertise on the Bronze
Inscription studies [28], but they constructed a few Oracle Bone
databases; the earlier was a database for HD around 2008. HD
was the one of the post-HJ collection, so the HD digitization
was a distinctive project (“Huayuanzhuang Dongdi Jiagu Keci
Leizuan” (花園庄東地甲骨刻辭類纂) [29], the analysis of HD
with LZ methodology was published in 2011).

inked rubbings, Oracle Bone glyph made by the scanned images
of LZ (Figure 10)d, and the duplication of CHANT font (Figure
11).
The coverage of the glyphs from LZ would be almost
complete, but that from CHANT is partial. It seems that the
motivation of the font architecture would be the analysis of the
HD glyphs; the glyphs known already in LZ, the glyphs known
in XZB, and the glyphs unknown before. It might be related
with the study by Chen Tingzhu [30] collecting the “new”
glyphs in the materials published after XZB. For such purpose,
even if the qualities of the glyphs are varied because of the
multiple source fonts, the design of the font is quite reasonable.
However, the font encoded the Oracle Bone glyphs at existing
CJK Unified Ideograph codepoints, in BMP (Figure 12), without
consideration about the meaning correspondence. The font is
useful for the purpose to find the first collection (LZ, XZB, ...)
including a specified glyph, but inappropriate to use for the
information interchange.

Figure 10: Glyph Comparison between LZ (Green) and HD font
by CSACC (Red)

Figure 12: CJK Unified Ideograph Area in HD font by
CSACC.

Figure 11: Glyph Comparison between CHANT font (Green)
and HD font by CSACC (Red)
Considering that they provided the font to display the
database but without the input methods, it is expected that the
transliterated text is the core of the database. The font designed
for HD database was a mixture of the modern Hanzi for the
transliteration, Oracle Bone glyph machinery converted from the
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Another database by CSACC was the digitized index of
“Guwenzi Kaoshi Tiyao Zonglan” ( 古 文 字 考 釋 提 要 總 覧 ,
GKTZ) [31]; which is a compilation of the existing studies on
Old Hanzi (for all pre-Qin materials). The compilation was for
per-character level in Shuowen order, thus, the fonts for the
digitized index is not for the digitization of raw Oracle Bone
text. It is questionable if their product is suitable for direct
encoding of Oracle Bone script, but the project was successfully
achieved.

Other Unfinished or Stopped Projects
In the survey of electronic journal, the research groups
from Anyang Normal University (ANU) publish many papers
for the Oracle Bone digitization. However, the various
technologies to help the digitization (the font synthesis from the
common graphical parts, the conversion from the scanned
images to the outline fonts, the input methods, the character
d “Shuowen Jiezi Quanwen Jiansuo (説文解字全文検索)” by CSACC on 2004
[36] had included 3 TrueType fonts; SURSONG.TTF (a font including Ext B
characters for GB18030 support), SW.TTF (Shuowen glyphs) and jiaguwen.ttf
includes LZ glyphs at the CJK Unified Ideograph codepoints.
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recognization, etc) are discussed, but the products like the font,
the input method, the text or the database are not published yet.
Furthermore, they have not stabilized the character set for the
Oracle Bone or the encoding architecture. In the website
supposed to be since around 2005, the input method and the
mapping table between Oracle Bone and modern Hanzi are
based on ZB. But in the recent papers for the font synthesis, the
character set and ordering is supposed to be based on Shuowen
Jiezi [33]. Although the quality of the font by CHANT is not
sufficient for the authenticated printing, the quality of the
sample in their paper is more primitive than CHANT.

Figure 13: “Proof of Idea” fonts by ANU on website (left) [32]
and paper (right) [33]

4. Conclusion
Among the fonts found in our survey, the fonts by CHANT
and CDP would be remarkable results because they are based on
existing database, LZ. However, there are rooms to be improved
for better stability and coverage. It should be noted that no
attempt to construct an Oracle Bone glyph collection from
scratch was achieved within several years.
4.1 Definitions of “Digitization of Oracle Bone”
In this survey, most finished projects had achieved the
digitization of the transliterated texts in MSZJ. The imitated
texts in MSZJ (or the content in LZ) are not dealt, except of
CHANT. There might be a question; if the transliterated text is
the original target of the project, why HJSW, the transliteration
by the HJ editors (thus more authorized than MSZJ), was not
chosen? The case of NCKU would be the suggestive evidence.
Considering that CHANT and NCKU had declared the goal of
the project in 1990s, it was a combined database of HJ, MSZJ
and LZ, the original ink rubbing (HJ), imitated glyphs (MSZJ
imitation), transliterated texts (MSZJ transliteration), and the
search system (LZ) is expected. But when the project is started
with finite time period, the pragmatic goal was only found in the
digitization of the transliterated text. But the projects started
since 2000s, like SINICA DAOBR and LPQ are no longer
declaring as their goals include the imitation texts, although
SINICA CDP had supported these projects by the production of
the fonts and the input methods. It seems that the difficulty to
digitize the imitation texts are already is high. Also it coincides
with the situation that the publications from CHANT, the
transliterated texts are published, and the glyph collections are
updated, but the collection of the imitated texts and the database
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like LZ are not published. The exceptional work would be Chen
Nianfu’s “Jiaguwen Moshi Quanbian” (甲骨文摹 釋全編, QB)
[34], the collection of the imitated texts with the fonts based on
LZ indexing glyphs. However, QB is still in the phase of MSZJ.
The LZ-like database by QB is expected.
4.2 Future Issues
As written in above, the expected advance by the utilization
of the computer in Old Hanzi study would be the reduction of
the cost to search, index, and compare the paper materials. It is
found that the digitization of single referential material is the
stable definitions of the goal for Oracle Bone digitization
projects. But the digitization of the existing imitated texts is still
too expensive for most projects, because the typewriting of the
existing imitated texts in the printed matter (like MSZJ) requires
highly skilled workers. The per-glyph rearrangement of the
imitated texts, like LZ, would be useful to reduce the cost of the
digitization. Also it would be useful to consider the stable glyph
set of the Oracle Bone for general purpose.
Although there are the resources based on digital
technology; like CHANT and QB, their imitation texts are
difficult to validate, because they are arranged by the source
material, not by the referential glyphs. As a result, to discuss the
stable glyph collection for Oracle Bone, we should start from
LZ or its ancestor; “Inkyo Bokuji Sourui” (殷墟卜辭綜類)[35].
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